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coincidental.
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software), and services provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items,
Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and
liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or
damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in
an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products
with any particular Third Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any
infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and not Tanium, are
responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate
and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.
Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards to make interaction with Tanium software more
intuitive and to accelerate the time to success. To ensure high accessibility standards, Tanium complies with
the U.S. Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1998. We have conducted thirdparty accessibility assessments over the course of product development for many years, and most recently a
comprehensive audit against the WCAG 2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules was completed
in September 2019. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis as part of a
larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.
As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to identify potential gaps
in compliance with accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to making best efforts to address any gaps
quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the issue and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored
into the ongoing delivery schedule of features and releases with our existing resources.
Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium modules and assistive
technology requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to the Tanium customer community and we
are committed to prioritizing these compliance efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium
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maintains transparency on our progress and milestones and welcomes any further questions or discussion
around this work. Contact your sales representative, email Tanium Support at support@tanium.com, or email
accessibility@tanium.com to make further inquiries.
Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks mentioned are
the property of their respective owners.
© 2021 Tanium Inc. All rights reserved.
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Impact overview
Use Impact to understand administrative rights in the Active Directory environment for your organization
and the potential impact if a compromise occurs. Manage lateral movement impact within your
organization by identifying, prioritizing and remediating access rights and dependencies to reduce attack
surface, prioritize actions, and scope incidents.

Reduce attack surface
Identify and quantify the user accounts that have administrative access to key systems, such as high-profile
workstations or Active Directory domain controllers. By limiting administrative access to these systems,
you can reduce your attack surface.

Prioritize actions
Quickly identify the user accounts and systems that would have the most significant impact if
compromised. With this information, you can focus on these high-impact accounts or systems to limit
potential lateral movement in the event of an attack.

Scope incidents
If a user account or system is compromised, use Impact to quickly determine the potential lateral
movement of the attack and take action to prevent additional compromise.

Credential dumping and lateral movement
When a user logs in to a computer, either locally or remotely, a session is created that caches the user
credentials in memory, typically until a restart. Attackers can use malicious tools, often referred to as
credential dumpers, to access these cached credentials. Attackers then use the credentials to impersonate
the compromised user and gain access to other systems in your environment. This potential lateral
movement is more severe if the compromised user is a member of privileged groups, which might contain
additional nested groups, and can rapidly compromise a large number of systems in your environment.
For more information, see MITRE ATT&CK: Credential Dumping and MITRE ATT&CK: Lateral Movement.
In Impact, this potential lateral movement is broken down further into outbound impact and inbound
impact.
outbound impact
The endpoints or users that an attacker can breach from the current endpoint, user, or group (asset).
Use outbound impact to answer the question: what endpoints, users, and groups can an attacker
potentially breach through lateral movement if this asset is compromised?
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inbound impact
The endpoints or users that an attacker can use to breach the current endpoint, user, or group. Use
inbound impact to answer the question: what lateral movement could an attacker potentially use to
breach this asset?
Impact analyzes both direct control and indirect control when evaluating the potential movement of an
endpoint, user, or group.
direct control
The user has administrative rights to a system through a direct entry in the local Administrators
object on the system, not through an Active Directory group membership.
indirect control
The user has administrative rights to a system through an Active Directory group or nested group that
has an entry in the local Administrators object on the system.
Figure 1: Using lateral movement to prioritize decision making
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In scenario A in the preceding figure, the attacker compromises the database server, on which User_A has
an open session. You can visualize the outbound impact of this breach and potential lateral movement by
running an Outbound Impact search on the Database Server, IM-WN-2204.
The attacker uses User_A’s session to obtain the credentials for User_A. Because User_A is a member of a
user group, the attacker now has access to all endpoints on which there is an entry in the local
Administrators object on the endpoint for this user group, which is shown in Impact through indirect
control analysis.
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In scenario B in the preceding figure, suppose the target endpoint is the CEO’s laptop. To determine how an
attacker could potentially breach this high profile endpoint, run an Inbound Impact search for the
endpoint, IMP-WN-2808.
The analysis by Impact shows that if an attacker breaches the Web Server, on which User_D has an open
session, the attacker can use User_D’s credentials to gain administrator access to this endpoint. Click a hop
in the hop map to display the specific endpoints, users, and groups that are part of the potential lateral
movement.

In scenario C in the preceding figure, the attacker could potentially use both direct and indirect control to
breach the Active Directory server. Impact provides multiple methods to analyze the various ways that an
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attacker could move through your network. For example, you can analyze the indirect and direct control for
User_Group_1 to see which endpoints can be reached by this group, either through direct membership on
an endpoint or nested groups.
You can run an Inbound Impact search on the Active Directory server to how an attacker might gain access
to that server.
You can run an Outbound Impact search on the developer’s system to determine what users, endpoints,
and groups might be compromised through potential lateral movement if an attacker breaches that
endpoint.
If you do not have specific users, endpoints, or groups that you want to analyze, use the Impact ratings to
quickly identify critical and high risk assets.

Impact rating
Impact analyzes the data from synchronized domains and calculates an impact rating for each endpoint,
user, or group. Four factors influence an impact rating:
l

Potential inbound impact by users

l

Potential inbound impact by endpoints

l

Potential outbound impact by users

l

Potential outbound impact by endpoints

Impact calculates a percentage for each factor based on the total number of endpoints, users, and groups in
the synchronized domains. Using this percentage, points are assigned to each factor:
l

0% - 25% of total users or endpoints: 1 point

l

26% - 50% of total users or endpoints: 2 points

l

51% - 75% of total users or endpoints: 3 points

l

76% - 100% of total users or endpoints: 4 points

Impact tallies the points for each factor and applies the following schema to reach the final impact rating:
l

Low: 4 points

l

Medium: 5 - 8 points

l

High: 9 - 12 points

l

Critical: 13 - 16 points

Endpoints, users, and groups with a critical impact rating have the highest potential lateral movement and
are likely to be targeted for compromise. Potential inbound movement, which can compromise the
endpoint, user, or group, and potential outbound movement, which can compromise other endpoints,
users, and groups, are used to calculate this rating.
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Example
Consider an organization that has synchronized two domains with Impact. These domains contain 1,000
users and 2,000 endpoints, for a total of 3,000 assets.
User A has the following inbound and outbound impact:
l

Inbound impact by users: 620 users (62% of all users, 3 points)

l

Inbound impact by endpoints: 630 endpoints (31.5% of all endpoints, 2 points)

l

Outbound impact by users: 400 users (40% of all users, 2 points)

l

Outbound impact by endpoints: 600 endpoints (30% of all endpoints, 2 points)

The points for all four factors total 9, so the impact rating for User A is High.

Integration with other Tanium products
Impact has built in integration with Tanium™ Trends and Tanium™ Threat Response for additional visibility
and reporting of related data.

Trends
Impact features a Trends board that provides data visualization of Impact concepts. The Impact board
contains the following panels:
Impact Coverage Status
Shows the percentage of total Tanium-managed Windows endpoints where Impact is optimal, needs
attention, or is not supported.
Impact Severity Rating for All Endpoints
Shows the severity rating for all domain-joined endpoints.
Impact Severity Rating for All Users
Shows the severity rating for all domain users.
Impact Severity Rating for All Groups
Shows the severity rating for all domain groups.

Threat Response
Use Impact with Threat Response to see details from Impact in alerts. The Threat Response alerts results
grid includes an Outbound Impact column, and the Impact Details section of the alert details provides
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information from Impact on the potential lateral movement of the endpoint to help prioritize alert
remediation. For more information, see Threat Response User Guide: Manage the impact of lateral
movement with Tanium Impact.
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Succeeding with Impact
Follow these best practices to achieve maximum value and success with Tanium Impact. These steps align
with the key benchmark metric: increasing coverage.

Step 1: Gain organizational effectiveness
Complete the key organizational governance steps to maximize Impact value. For more information about
each task, see Gaining organizational effectiveness on page 16.
☐ Develop a dedicated change management process.
☐ Define distinct roles and responsibilities in a RACI chart.
☐ Validate cross-functional organizational alignment.
☐ Track operational metrics.

Step 2: Confirm that the minimum version requirements and dependencies are
met
☐ Verify that your Tanium™ Server is version 7.4 or later. Upgrade, if needed.
For servers running on Windows, see Tanium™ Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows:
Upgrading Tanium Core Platform servers.
For servers running on a Tanium™ Appliance, see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Upgrading
Tanium Appliance software.
Verify that Tanium Interact is version 2.2 or later. Upgrade, if needed. See Tanium™ Console User Guide:
Manage Tanium modules.
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Step 3: Install Tanium modules
☐ Install Tanium Client Management, which provides Tanium Endpoint Configuration. See the Tanium
Client Management User Guide: Installing Client Management.
☐ Install Tanium Impact. See Installing Impact on page 28.
☐ Install Tanium Trends. See Tanium Trends User Guide: Installing Trends.
☐ Import the Impact board from the Trends initial gallery. See Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the
initial gallery.
If you installed Trends using the Apply
Tanium recommended configurations
option, the Impact board is automatically
imported after the Impact service account is
configured.

Step 4: Configure Impact
☐ Configure the Impact service account. See Configure the service account.
If you installed Impact using the Apply
Tanium recommended configurations
option, the Impact board is automatically
imported after the Impact service account is
configured.
☐ Configure the Active Directory domains that you want to analyze with Impact. See Configure
connections to domains on page 30.

Step 5: Analyze the potential impact of users, groups, and endpoints
☐ Use the Highest Impact tables to analyze the endpoints, users, and groups that have the highest
potential impact in your organization if compromised, based on the impact rating. See Working
with Highest Impact tables.
☐ Build graphs to analyze the rights, dependencies, and relationships for assets. Use these graphs to
visualize potential lateral movement and identify assets in your organization with a high impact score. See
Analyzing the impact.
☐ Use this data to determine and prioritize where you should reduce administrative privileges, especially
for critical endpoints, users, and groups, to reduce attack surface.
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Step 6: Monitor Impact metrics
☐ From the Trends menu, click Boards and then click Impact to view the Impact Coverage panel.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Impact Coverage on page 50.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
The four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value that is delivered by Impact are as
follows:
l

Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page 16.

l

Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 16.

l

Track operational maturity. See Operational metrics on page 20.

l

Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 21.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process to monitor and remediate possible lateral
movement activities and overly permissive administrative privileges, taking into account the new
capabilities provided by Tanium.
l

l

l

l
l

Update SLAs with elevated expectations for Tanium Impact activities across IT Security, IT Operations, and
IT Risk/Compliance.
Identify key resources in the organization to monitor asset privileges to reduce the attack surface and
achieve the desirable Mean Impact Rating.
Align activities to key resources for risk monitoring of endpoints, users and Active Directory (AD) groups
across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk/Compliance.
Identify business critical assets for risk monitoring prioritization.
Create a Tanium steering group (TSG) to expedite reviews and approvals of processes that align with SLAs
that are associated with risk.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed, and
serves as a guideline to describe the key activities across the IT Security, IT Risk/Compliance, and
IT Operations teams. Every organization has specific business processes and IT organization demands. The
following table represents Tanium's point of view for how organizations should align functional resources
against risk mitigation. Use the following table as a baseline example.
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Task
Impact coverage of
domain-joined
endpoints

IT Security

IT Operations

IT Risk/Compliance

Executive

Rationale

C

A/R

C

-

The IT Operations team owns
the Tanium platform and is
accountable and responsible for
the deployment of the Tanium
agent, including the Impact
module. Tanium agent coverage
is essential to understand
potential lateral movement
across the environment. IT
Operations consults with the
IT Security and IT Compliance
teams on the coverage to
identify gaps.

Identify and
monitor business
critical endpoints

A

R

C

I

The IT Security team monitors
business critical endpoints to
ensure actions can be taken to
reduce risk prior to being
compromised. The
IT Operations team identifies
business critical assets and
consults with the IT Compliance
team to ensure accurate
identification of those business
critical endpoints. The
Executive team is informed to
monitor risk.

Identify and
monitor users and
AD groups with
administrative
rights to critical
endpoints

A/R

C

C

I

The IT Security team identifies
and monitors users with
administrative rights to critical
endpoints to analyze and
remediate associated risks. The
IT Security team consults with
the IT Operations and IT
Compliance teams to verify the
criticality of endpoints, the
privileges of users, and the
coverage of Impact. The
Executive team is informed in
the assessment of potential
lateral movement for assets.

See Asset
monitoring
workflow on page
19.
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Task

IT Security

IT Operations

IT Risk/Compliance

Executive

Rationale

Monitor the mean
impact rating for
endpoints, users,
and groups

A/R

R

R

C

The IT Security team monitors
the mean impact rating for all
endpoints, users, and groups so
action can be taken if risk levels
are too high. The IT Operations
and IT Compliance teams verify
asset criticality, ensure Impact
coverage, and take necessary
actions to reduce the mean
impact rating over time. The
Executive team is consulted on
acceptable risk levels and the
actions taken to reduce risk.

Assess lateral
movement from a
compromised
asset

A/R

R

C

I

The IT Security team is
accountable and responsible for
discovering the indicator of
compromise, assessing lateral
movement paths, scoping the
incident, and mitigating the
threat. The IT Operations team
is responsible for remediation
actions, such as patching
vulnerabilities, with direction
from the IT Security team. The
IT Compliance team is consulted
throughout the process to
monitor risk and remediation
efforts. The Executive team is
informed of the discovery and
remediation of the threat.

See Compromised
asset workflow on
page 19.
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Figure 2: Asset monitoring workflow

Figure 3: Compromised asset workflow
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Operational metrics
Impact maturity
Managing enterprise risk successfully includes operationalization of the technology and measuring success
through key benchmarking metrics. The four key processes to measure and guide operational maturity of
your Tanium Impact program for lateral movement are as follows:
Process

Description

Usage

how and when Tanium Impact is used in your organization; is Impact the only tool used to provide an overview
of administrative access rights with domain-joined Windows endpoints

Automation

how automated Tanium Impact is, across endpoints

Functional Integration

how integrated Tanium Impact is, across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk/Compliance teams

Reporting

how automated Tanium Impact is; what is the frequency and who is the audience of Impact-related reporting

Benchmark metrics
In addition to the key Tanium Impact processes, the two key benchmark metrics that align to the
operational maturity of the Tanium Impact program to achieve maximum value and success are as follows:
Executive Metrics

Impact Coverage

Description

Returns the number of endpoints in each of these categories:
l

Initializing: Endpoints where Impact tools are installing

l

Optimal: Endpoints where Impact is operational

l

l

Needs attention: Endpoints that do not have the Python tools installed or do not have a supported version
of the Tanium Client installed
Unsupported: Endpoints with an operating system version that is not supported by Impact

For steps to investigate endpoints that are categorized as Needs Attention or Unsupported, see Monitor and
troubleshoot Impact Coverage.
For operating system and Tanium Client versions supported by Impact, see Requirements.
Instrumentation

Uses the Impact - Coverage Status sensor to determine the endpoints where Performance is optimal, needs
attention, and is unsupported.

Why this metric matters

If you do not have Impact running on all of your endpoints, you do not have insight into the administrative
rights in your organization's Active Directory environment and their potential impact if compromised.

Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Impact in your organization.
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Process

Metrics
1 Coverage

Level 1
(Needs
improvement)

Level 2
(Below average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Usage

Impact is not
fully or correctly
configured and
not active

Impact is
configured and
active, but lacks
enough coverage
(<70%) for
sensors to
correctly execute

Impact is
configured and
active, but lacks
enough coverage
(<70%) for
sensors to
correctly execute

Impact is
configured,
active, and
coverage >95%

Impact is
configured,
active, and 100%
of endpoints are
covered

Automation

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Manual

Functional
integration

Impact is
functionally
siloed within the
IT Security team

Impact is
functionally
siloed within the
IT Security team
and only used to
assess a breach

The IT Security
team uses Impact
to monitor the
potential for
lateral movement

Impact is
integrated
between the
IT Security,
IT Compliance
and
IT Operations
teams to assess
the potential for
lateral movement

Impact is fully
integrated across
the IT Security,
IT Compliance
and
IT Operations
teams to assess
the potential for
lateral movement
and take actions
to proactively
reduce risk

Reporting

Unused

Ad hoc;
Reporting
tailored to
stakeholders on
request

Consistent;
Reporting
tailored to
stakeholders on
cadence

Automated;
Reporting
tailored to
stakeholders
ranging from
Operator to
Executive

Automated;
Reporting
tailored to
stakeholders
ranging from
Operator to
Executive

Impact Coverage1

0-49%

50-69%

70-94%

95-99%

100%

refers to the percentage of endpoints with the Tanium Client installed.

Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for high-fidelity
endpoint data and unified endpoint management. Tanium provides a common data schema that enables
security, operations, and risk/compliance teams to assure that they are acting on a common set of facts
that are delivered by a unified platform.
In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in litigating data
quality instead of making decisions to reduce the attack surface.
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Impact requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Impact.

Tanium dependencies
Make sure that your environment meets the following requirements.
Component

Requirement

Tanium™ Core
Platform

7.4 or later

Tanium™
Client

Any supported version of Tanium Client. For the Tanium Client versions supported for each OS, see Tanium Client User
Guide: Client version and host system requirements.
If you use a client version that is not listed, certain product features might not be available, or stability issues can occur that
can only be resolved by upgrading to one of the listed client versions.

Tanium
products

Modules at the following minimum versions are required:
l

Tanium™ Interact 2.2.3 or later

l

Tanium™ Endpoint Configuration 1.2 or later (installed as part of Tanium™ Client Management 1.5 or later)

The following modules are optional, but Impact requires the specified minimum versions to work with them:
l

Tanium Trends 3.6.323 or later (optional)

Tanium™ Module Server
Impact is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact on the Module
Server is minimal and depends on usage.

Endpoints
Supported operating systems
The following endpoint operating systems are supported with Impact.
Operating system

OS version

Microsoft Windows Server

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 (SP1) and
later

Microsoft Windows Workstation

Microsoft Windows 7 (SP1) and later
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Third-party software
Impact is supported for use with:
l

l

Active Directory Domain Services that are running on any version of Microsoft Windows Server that is
currently supported by Microsoft.
Azure Active Directory Domain Services

For supported versions, see Microsoft: Search product lifecycle.
Impact uses Security Identifiers (SIDs) and the Tanium Architecture for Active Directory queries. Because of
this structure, the number of queries to the domain controller are low and the overall network traffic
generated by Impact is minimal. For more information about this process, see Collect and analyze data.

Active Directory user account
The service account that you specify for Impact is not used for Active Directory queries.
Impact uses the user account that you specify when you configure the connection to domains for Active
Directory queries. This user should have limited access. You can specify any user, but if you modified the
standard user permissions from the default settings, the user must meet the following minimum
requirements so that Impact has access to read attribute data from Active Directory:
l

Member of the Domain Users group

l

Permission to read the objectSID attribute from the domain object in the configured domains

l

l
l

Permission to read the objectSID attribute on all users, groups, and computers in the configured
domains
Permission to Read members on all groups in the configured domains
(Optional, best practice) Assign List Contents and Read all properties access on all
objects in the configured domains, including the domain object.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Impact.

Ports
The following ports are required for Impact communication.
Source

Destination

Port

Protocol

Purpose

Module Server

Active Directory
Server

389 / 636

LDAP /
LDAPS

Connecting to the Active Directory server.

Module Server

Active Directory
Global Catalog
Server

3268 / 3269

LDAP /
LDAPS

Required only when connecting to the Active Directory Global
Catalog server.
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Best Practice: Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules
instead of application identity-based rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure
the rules with service objects or service groups instead of application objects or application groups.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, your
security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference.
For a list of all security exclusions to define across Tanium, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Reference Guide: Host system security exclusions.
Table 1: Impact security exclusions
Target Device

Notes

Process
<Module Server>\services\impact-service\TaniumImpactService.exe

Module Server

<Module Server>\services\endpoint-configurationservice\TaniumEndpointConfigService.exe
<Tanium Client>\Python38\TPython.exe

Windows
endpoints

<Tanium Client>\Python38\*.dll

User role requirements
The following tables list the role permissions required to use Impact. For more information about role
permissions and associated content sets, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Managing RBAC.
Table 2: Impact user role permissions
Permission

Impact
Administrator4

Impact Operator4

Impact Service
Account2,4,5

Impact User4

Impact Endpoint
Configuration
Approver3,4

Show Impact1
View the Impact
workbench
Impact Service
Account
Perform Impact
service account
tasks
Impact Service
Account Write
Update the Impact
service account
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Table 2: Impact user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Impact
Administrator4

Impact Operator4

Impact Service
Account2,4,5

Impact User4

Impact Endpoint
Configuration
Approver3,4

Impact Service
Account Read
View the Impact
service account
Impact Domains
Write
Create and edit
Impact domains
Impact Domains
Read

2

2

View Impact
domains
Impact Sync Start
Start the Impact
synchronization
Impact Sync Status
Read
View the Impact
synchronization
status
Impact Shortest
Path Read
View the shortest
path graphs
Impact
Asset Impact Read
View the impact
rating for assets
Impact
Asset Details Read
View the details
for an asset
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Table 2: Impact user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Impact
Administrator4

Impact Operator4

Impact Service
Account2,4,5

Impact User4

Impact Endpoint
Configuration
Approver3,4

Impact Asset Items
Read
View the items for
an asset
Impact Support
Bundle Read
View the Impact
support bundle
Impact Endpoint
Configuration
Approve
Allows users to
approve Endpoint
Configuration
items for Impact
1 To

install Impact, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2 This role

provides Tanium Data Service permissions (through Interact). You can view which Interact permissions are granted to this role in
the Tanium Console. For more information, see the Tanium Interact User Guide: User role requirements.
3 This role

provides module permissions for Tanium Endpoint Configuration. You can view which Endpoint Configuration permissions are
granted to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see the Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.
4 This role

provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium
Console. For more information, see Tanium Trends User Guide: User role requirements.
5 If

you installed Tanium Client Management, Endpoint Configuration is installed, and by default, configuration changes initiated by the
module service account (such as tool deployment) require approval. You can bypass approval for module-generated configuration changes by
applying the Endpoint Configuration Bypass Approval permission to this role and adding the relevant content sets. For more information,
see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.

Table 3: Provided Impact Micro Admin and Advanced user role permissions
Permission

Role Type

Content Set for
Permission

Read User

Micro Admin

Default

Write Action
Group

Micro Admin

Default

Read Action
Group

Micro Admin

Default

Read Sensor

Advanced

Reserved
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Table 3: Provided Impact Micro Admin and Advanced user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Role Type

Content Set for
Permission

Read Sensor

Advanced

Default

Read Sensor

Advanced

Client
Management

Read Sensor

Advanced

Base

Read Sensor

Advanced

Interact

Read Sensor

Advanced

Impact

Read Sensor

Advanced

Core Content

Read Plugin

Advanced

Reserved

Read Plugin

Advanced

Impact

Read Plugin

Advanced

Endpoint
Configuration

Execute
Plugin

Advanced

Reserved

Execute
Plugin

Advanced

Impact

Execute
Plugin

Advanced

Endpoint
Configuration

Read Own
Action

Advanced

Impact

Read Action

Advanced

Impact

Write Action

Advanced

Impact

Read Package

Advanced

Impact

Show Preview

Advanced

Impact
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Installing Impact
Use the Tanium Solutions page to install Impact and choose either automatic or manual configuration:
l

l

Automatic configuration with default settings: Impact is installed with any required dependencies
and other selected products. After installation, the Tanium Server automatically configures the
recommended default settings. This option is the best practice for most deployments. For more
information about the automatic configuration for Impact, see Import and configure Impact with
default settings on page 28.
Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Impact, you must manually configure
required settings. Select this option only if Impact requires settings that differ from the
recommended default settings. For more information, see Import and configure Impact with custom
settings on page 29.

Before you begin
l

Read the release notes.

l

Review the Impact requirements on page 22.

l

Assign the correct roles to users for Impact. Review the User role requirements on page 24.
l To import the Impact solution, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role.
l

l

l

To configure the Impact action group, you must be assigned the Content Administrator
reserved role.

You must specify an Active Directory user for the connection. Use an account with read-only
permissions to the domain controller. For detailed requirements for this user, see Active Directory
user account.
Confirm that your directory services environment is supported and that all requirements are met. For
more information, see Third-party software.

Import and configure Impact with default settings
When you import Impact with automatic configuration, the following default settings are configured:
l
l

l

The Impact service account is set to the account that you used to import the module.
The Impact action group is set to the All Computers computer group. Note: Because Impact is
currently supported only on Windows endpoints, the Targeting Criteria for the action to distribute
the Impact tools filters the group to Windows endpoints.
The Impact tools deploy to endpoints.

To import Impact and configure default settings, be sure to select the Apply Tanium recommended
configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium
modules. After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Impact version on page 33.
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Import and configure Impact with custom settings
To import Impact without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to clear the Apply Tanium
recommended configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console User Guide:
Manage Tanium modules. After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Impact
version on page 33.

Configure service account
The service account is a user that runs background processes for Impact. This user requires the following
roles and access:
l
l

Tanium Administrator or Impact Service Account role
If you installed Tanium Client Management, Endpoint Configuration is installed, and by default,
configuration changes initiated by the module service account (such as tool deployment) require
approval. You can bypass approval for module-generated configuration changes by applying the
Endpoint Configuration Bypass Approval permission to this role and adding the relevant content
sets. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.

For more information about Impact permissions, see User role requirements on page 24.
1. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Impact to open the Impact Overview page.
2. Click Settings

and open the Service Account tab.

3. Click Edit.
4. Update the service account settings and click Save.

Configure the Impact action group
By default, the Impact action group targets No Computers. Select the computer groups to include in the
Impact action group.
1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. In the list of action groups, click Tanium Impact.
3. Click Edit, select computer groups to include in the action group, and click Save.

Manage solution configurations with Tanium Endpoint Configuration
Tanium Endpoint Configuration delivers configuration information and required tools for Tanium Solutions
to endpoints. Endpoint Configuration consolidates the configuration actions that traditionally accompany
additional Tanium functionality and eliminates the potential for timing errors that occur between when a
solution configuration is made and the time that configuration reaches an endpoint. Managing
configuration in this way greatly reduces the time to install, configure, and use Tanium functionality, and
improves the flexibility to target specific configurations to groups of endpoints.
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Note: Endpoint Configuration is installed as a part of Tanium Client Management. For more
information, see the Tanium Client Management User Guide: Installing Client Management.
Additionally you can use Endpoint Configuration to manage configuration approval. For example,
configuration changes are not deployed to endpoints until a user with approval permission approves the
configuration changes in Endpoint Configuration. For more information about the roles and permissions
that are required to approve configuration changes for Impact, see User role requirements on page 24.
To use Endpoint Configuration to manage approvals, you must enable configuration approvals.
1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Shared Services > Endpoint Configuration to open
the Endpoint Configuration Overview page.
2. Click Settings

and click the Global tab.

3. Select Enable configuration approvals, and click Save.
For more information about Endpoint Configuration, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide.

Configure connections to domains
Configure connections to the Active Directory domains that you want to analyze with Impact. For Active
Directory requirements, see Third-party software.
Note:
l

l

Active Directory referrals are not supported. You must create a connection for each domain
that you want to synchronize.
You can create a connection to a Global Catalog server to synchronize an entire Active
Directory forest. To ensure accurate results, you must create a connection to every domain
within each Active Directory forest.

1. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Impact to open the Impact Overview page.
2. Click Settings

and open the Domains tab.

3. Click New Domain.
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4. Specify the settings for the connection to the domain:
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a. Name: Specify the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for the domain. For example:
domain.com.
Note: Specify the FQDN for the domain, not the domain controller.
b. LDAP Server: Specify the LDAP connection string for the domain controller. For example:
dc.domain.com/ or 10.0.0.5.
Port: Specify the port to use when the Module Server connects to the Active Directory server.
The default port is 636.
Use TLS is selected by default. Clear this option if you are not using TLS. TLS requires
certificates on your domain controller, and your Module Server must trust the certificate
authority that issued the certificates.
CAUTION: Disabling TLS sends data over the network in plain text. Always use TLS
unless you are working in a lab or test environment with test data.
c. Certificate: If you are using LDAPS, verify the details of the host certificate before you provide
the credentials.
d. User name: Specify the user name to use when connecting to the domain controller.
The user name can be in DOMAIN\User format or UPN format (user@domain). UPN format
works only for user accounts that have the UPN attribute populated.
IMPORTANT: Use an account with read-only permissions to the domain controller. For
detailed requirements for this user, see Active Directory user account.
e. Password: Provide the password for the user.
5. Click Validate to verify that the information entered is valid.
6. After you validate the credentials, click Save.
After you save the domain connection, data collection and analysis begins automatically.

Collect and analyze data
Data is automatically synchronized between endpoints, all configured domains, and the Impact internal
databases every 24 hours. To view the last time that data was collected and analyzed

, and the next

scheduled collection and analysis , go to the Data Collection & Sync tab in Impact Settings
initiate data collection and analysis manually, click Collect & Analyze.
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Best Practice: Data collection and analysis is a long-running process. Do not initiate this process
frequently. If a request is already in progress, the requested operation does not run.

Manage dependencies for Tanium solutions
When you start the Impact workbench for the first time, the Tanium console ensures that all of the required
dependencies for Impact are installed at the required version. You must install all required Tanium
dependencies before the Impact workbench can load. A banner appears if one or more Tanium
dependencies are not installed in the environment. The Tanium Console lists the required Tanium
dependencies and the required versions.
1. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.
2. Select the required solutions, click Import Selected, and then click Begin Import. When the import
is complete, you are returned to the Tanium Solutions page.
3. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Impact to open the Impact Overview page after you import
all of the required Tanium dependencies.

Upgrade Impact
For the steps to upgrade Impact, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage Tanium modules. After the
upgrade, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Impact version on page 33.

Verify Impact version
After you import or upgrade Impact, verify that the correct version is installed:
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1. Refresh your browser.
2. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Impact to open the Impact Overview page.
3. To display version information, click Info
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Identifying high impact users, endpoints, and
groups
Identify the users, groups, and endpoints that have the highest potential impact in your organization if
compromised, based on the impact rating.

Overview
The Impact Overview page includes three tables to show you the users, groups, and endpoints that have
the highest potential impact.
The Metrics ribbon shows a high-level overview of the data used for analysis in Impact: Total Endpoints,
Total Users, and Total Groups. This ribbon also shows the total number of assets with each impact rating:
Critical, High, Medium, and Low.

Impact rating
Impact analyzes the data from synchronized domains and calculates an impact rating for each user, group,
or endpoint. The impact rating is influenced by the following factors:
l

Potential inbound impact by users

l

Potential inbound impact by endpoints

l

Potential outbound impact by users

l

Potential outbound impact by endpoints

For additional details about the impact rating calculation, see Impact Rating.

Before you begin
Configure a connection to one or more Active Directory domains. For more information, see Configure
connections to domains.
Impact analyzes data from domain-joined, Tanium-managed Windows endpoints with a domain that is
configured and synchronized within Impact.
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Explore the users with the highest impact rating
The Users with Highest Impact table shows the top 1,000 users that have the highest impact rating in the
domains that are synchronized with Impact.

This table contains six columns:
l

l

l

l

Direct Control: Number of endpoints on which this user has administrative rights through a direct
entry in the local Administrators object, not through an Active Directory group membership.
Indirect Control: Number of endpoints on which the user has administrative rights through an Active
Directory group or nested group that has an entry in the local Administrators object.
Inbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can use to move laterally to compromise
the user credentials.
Outbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can reach by moving laterally using the
compromised credentials.

l

Sessions: The number of active sessions the user has open on computers.

l

Impact: Impact rating for the group: Critical, High, Medium, or Low.

Click an entry in a column to open a graph with additional details about that value. For more information,
see Analyzing the impact.
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Explore the groups with the highest impact rating
The Groups with Highest Impact table shows the top 1,000 groups that have the highest impact rating in
the domains that are synchronized with Impact.

This table contains eight columns:
l

l
l

l

l

l

Direct Members: Number of users in the group with a direct entry in the group, who are not a
member due to group nesting.
Indirect Members: Number of users in the group who are a member due to a nested group.
Direct Control: Number of endpoints on which this group has administrative rights through a direct
entry in the local Administrators object, not through a nested group.
Indirect Control: Number of endpoints on which the group has administrative rights through a
nested group.
Inbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can use to move laterally to compromise
this group.
Outbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can reach by moving laterally using this
group.

l

Sessions: Number of open sessions using membership in this group to access the endpoint.

l

Impact: Impact rating for the group: Critical, High, Medium, or Low.

Click an entry in a column to open a graph with additional details about that value. For more information,
see Analyzing the impact.
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Explore the endpoints with the highest impact rating
The Endpoints with Highest Impact table shows the top 1,000 endpoints that have the highest impact
rating in the domains that are synchronized with Impact.

This table contains six columns:
l

l

l

l

l

l

Direct Control: Number of users that have administrative rights to this endpoint through a direct
entry in the local Administrators object, not through an Active Directory group membership.
Indirect Control: Number of users that have administrative rights to this endpoint through an Active
Directory group or nested group that has an entry in the local Administrators object.
Inbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can use to move laterally to compromise
this endpoint.
Outbound: Sum of the endpoints and users that an attacker can reach by moving laterally starting
from this endpoint.
Sessions: Number of open sessions for this endpoint, which shows the number of users currently
logged in to the endpoint, with those credentials stored in memory on the endpoint.
Impact: Impact rating for the endpoint: Critical, High, Medium, or Low.

Click an entry in a column to open a graph with additional details about that value. For more information,
see Analyzing the impact.

Exporting tables
You can export each of these tables to a CSV file that contains the data for each entry in the table, including
column headings. To export a table, click Export in the table heading.
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Analyzing the impact
Overview
Analyze users, groups, and endpoints that have the highest impact ratings determine and prioritize where
you should reduce administrative privileges, especially for critical assets, to reduce attack surface.
With Impact, you can build graphs that analyze the rights, dependencies, and relationships for endpoints,
users, and groups. Use these graphs to visualize potential lateral movement and identify assets in your
organization with a high impact rating.

Before you begin
Configure a connection to one or more Active Directory domains. For more information, see Configure
connections to domains.
Impact analyzes data from domain-joined, Tanium-managed Windows endpoints with a domain that is
configured and synchronized within Impact.

Analyze the impact for a specific user, group, or endpoint
Look up a specific user, group, or endpoint to analyze the potential impact.
1. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Impact to open the Impact Overview page.
2. In the Impact Lookup section, select Outbound Impact or Inbound Impact.
3. Specify the endpoint, group, or user for which you want to analyze potential impact.
The resulting Impact Graph shows summary information and details about the potential impact if the asset
is compromised. You can select In/Dir Control, Outbound, Inbound, or Sessions to explore the potential
impact. The graph starts with Outbound or Inbound selected, depending on whether you selected
Outbound Impact or Inbound Impact for your lookup.

Explore impact graphs
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A lookup generates an Impact Graph that contains a Root Node with summary information and additional
graphs that you can select to see detailed information: In/Dir Control, Outbound, Inbound, Sessions, and
Members (shows only for groups).
The Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables show the details for the associated asset type. You can click
values in these tables to examine that data for the corresponding asset, such as direct control on an
endpoint.
Tip: Use the breadcrumbs in the Asset Search section to return to the original asset as you explore
different assets in the Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables.
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View summary
The Root Node section of the graph provides summary information about the asset and the analysis.
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The General Information and Active Directory sections show details about the endpoint, user, or group.
Details in these sections are pulled from Active Directory. If a field is empty, that field in the Active
Directory record for the asset is not populated.
The Insights section shows summarized details of the impact for the endpoint, user, or group:
l

Direct Ctrl:
l Users: The number of endpoints on which the asset has administrative rights
through a direct entry in the local Administrators object on the system, not
through an Active Directory group membership.
l

l

l

l

l

Groups: The number of endpoints on which the group has administrative rights
through a direct entry in the local Administrators object on the system, not
through group nesting.

Indirect Ctrl:
l Users: The number of endpoints on which the user has administrative rights
through an Active Directory group or nested group that has an entry in the local
Administrators object on the system.
l

l

Computers: The number of users that have administrative rights to the
computer through a direct entry in the local Administrators object on the
system, not through an Active Directory group membership.

Computers: The number of users that have administrative rights to the
computer through an Active Directory group or nested group that has an entry in
the local Administrators object on the system.
Groups: The number of endpoints on which the group has administrative rights
through group nesting in the local Administrators object on the system.

Sessions:
l Users: The number of active sessions the user has open on computers.
l

Computers: The number of active sessions on the computer.

l

Groups: The number of active sessions that are using the group for access.

Inbound Impact:
l Users: The number of user accounts and endpoints that can be used to breach
this user through potential lateral movement.
l

l

Computers: The number of user accounts and endpoints that can be used to
breach this computer through potential lateral movement.
Groups: The number of user accounts and endpoints that can be used to breach
this group through potential lateral movement.
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l

Outbound Impact:
l Users: The number of user accounts and endpoints that this user can be used to
breach through potential lateral movement.
l

l

Computers: The number of user accounts and endpoints that this computer can
be used to breach through potential lateral movement.
Groups: The number of user accounts and endpoints that this group can be used
to breach through potential lateral movement.

View indirect / direct control
Select In/Dir Control to show the Indirect / Direct Control graph.

The details shown depend on the type of asset that you are analyzing:
l

l

Users: Shows a hop map that shows the endpoints on which the user has administrative access,
either through direct control or indirect control.
Computers: Shows a hop map that shows the users and groups that have administrative access to
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l

Groups: Shows a hop map that shows the endpoints on which the group has administrative access,
either through direct control or indirect control.

The Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables show the details for the associated asset type. Click a node in the
hop map to filter the tables based on that hop.

View outbound impact
Select Outbound to analyze the outbound impact for the asset. This graph shows by default when you
select Outbound Impact for an asset search.

A hop map shows the endpoints, groups, and users that the asset could reach with potential outbound
lateral movement. The Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables show the details for the associated asset type.
Click a node in the hop map to filter the tables based on that hop.
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View inbound impact
Select Inbound to analyze the inbound impact for the asset. This graph shows by default when you select
Inbound Impact for an asset search.

A hop map shows the endpoints, groups, and users that could reach the asset with potential inbound
lateral movement. The Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables show the details for the associated asset type.
Click a node in the hop map to filter the tables based on that hop.
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View sessions
Select Sessions to analyze the open sessions for the asset.

A hop map shows the open sessions for that asset. The Users, Endpoints, and Groups tables show the
details for the associated asset type. Click a node in the hop map to filter the tables based on that hop.
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View members
Shows only for groups. Select Members to analyze the direct and indirect members of the group.

A hop map shows the users (direct members) and nested groups (indirect members) in that group.

View shortest path maps
Click the target icon
next to a user or endpoint in one of the Users or Endpoints tables to show a
Shortest Path map from that user or endpoint to the asset. The Shortest Path map shows the shortest
path from the target endpoint or user by means of direct access, group membership, or open sessions.
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What to do next
Implement a least-privilege security model for your Active Directory environment, modifying assets that
need administrative rights reduced based on your Impact data analysis. For more information, see
Reference: Remediation resources.
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Troubleshooting Impact
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect logs and other relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a ZIP file that you can download with your browser.
1. From the Impact Overview page, click Help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Download Support Package.
A impact-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local download directory.
3. Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP file. For more information, see
Contact Tanium Support on page 52.

Troubleshoot unresolved SIDs
If the domain for an endpoint is not configured in Impact, you might see assets with an [unresolved] state.
1. To determine which domains are not configured, mouse over the [unresolved] asset to view the security
identifier (SID).

The SID issuing authority, also known as the domain SID, is the portion of the SID before the RID
(relative identifier, the digits after the last dash).
2. In Interact, ask the question Get Impact - Computer Domain SID and AD Domain from all
machines with Domain Member contains true and compare the results to the SID shown for the
[unresolved] asset.
In the question results, find the SID that is associated with the [unresolved] assets in Impact.
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3. The AD Domain column of the question results shows the name of the domain for which Impact could
not resolve assets.

4. Verify the domain is configured in Impact. For more information, see Configure connections to domains.
5. Verify that the specified account has sufficient permissions. For more information, see Active Directory
user account.
6. After all domains are configured and permissions are validated, verify that a successful data collection and
sync completes. You can see the latest status in the Activity section of the Impact Overview page.

Monitor and troubleshoot Impact Coverage
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Impact coverage metric might report endpoints
as Needs Attention or Unsupported, and corrective actions you can make.
Contributing factor
Domain is not configured properly

Corrective action
l

l

l

Python tools are not installed

l

l

l

Impact only includes data from endpoints for which the domain controller can be reached.
Ensure that the domain is configured correctly in the Domains configuration in the Impact
settings, and that all of your domains are covered and configured correctly.
In the Domains configuration, verify all domain connections. The verification process includes
a network connection test and verifies the provided credentials.
Make sure the provided account has permissions to read Active Directory information.
The Impact sensors are written in Python and require the Tanium Python Tools to be
deployed to the endpoints.
Verify that all endpoints have the latest version of the Tanium Python Tools installed using
the following sensor: Get Python - Tools Version from all machines with
Operating System contains windows
Deploy the Distribute Python - Tools [Windows] package to any endpoints that return
Windows Package Required.
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Remove Impact tools from endpoints
You can deploy an action to remove Impact tools from an endpoint or computer group. Separate actions
are available for Windows and non-Windows endpoints.
1. In Interact, target the computers from which you want to remove the tools. For example, ask a question
that targets a specific operating system:
Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is <OS> equals
True , for example:
Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is Windows
equals True

2. In the results, select the row for Impact, drill down as necessary, and select the targets from which you
want to remove Impact tools. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Managing
question results.
3. Click Deploy Action.
4. On the Deploy Action page, enter Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall in the Enter package
name here box, and select Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint
Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Non-Windows], depending on the endpoints you are targeting.
5. For Tool Name, select Impact.
6. (Optional) By default, after the tools are removed they cannot be reinstalled. To allow tools to be
automatically reinstalled, clear the selection for Block reinstallation. Re-installation occurs almost
immediately.
Note: If reinstallation is blocked on an endpoint, you must deploy the Endpoint
Configuration - Unblock Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [NonWindows] package (depending on the targeted endpoints) before the tools can be reinstalled.
7. (Optional) To remove all Impact databases and logs from the endpoints, clear the selection for Soft
uninstall.
8. (Optional) To also remove any tools that were dependencies of the Impact tools that are not
dependencies for tools from other modules, select Remove unreferenced dependencies.
9. Click Show preview to continue.
10. A results grid displays at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints for your action.
If you are satisfied with the results, click Deploy Action.
Note: If you have enabled Endpoint Configuration, tool removal must be approved in Endpoint
Configuration before tools are removed from endpoints.
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Uninstall Impact
1. From the Main menu, click Administration > Configuration > Solutions.
2. In the Impact section, click Uninstall.
3. Review the content that will be removed and click Uninstall.
4. Depending on your configuration, enter your password or click Yes to start the uninstall process.
5. Return to the Solutions page and verify that the Import button is available for Impact.

Contact Tanium Support
To contact Tanium Support for help, send an email to support@tanium.com.
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Reference: Remediation resources
CAUTION: Test changes to Active Directory in a lab or staging environment before you make the
change in a production environment.
Before making any changes to Active Directory, be sure that you understand the potential
repercussions, including loss of control or access to business critical assets.
Use the data that you gather from Impact to identify the users, groups, and endpoints with the highest
potential impact in your organization, considering the following guidelines:
l

Analyze both inbound and outbound potential lateral movement:
l An asset with a high potential inbound impact might be easily compromised due to the variety
of paths that can be used to reach this asset. Examine any business critical assets with a high
inbound impact to determine where access can be reduced.
l

l

l

An asset with a high potential outbound impact can be used to compromise other assets in
your environment. Examine any assets with a high outbound impact and minimize access to
other assets where possible.

A complex Shortest Path to reach a business critical asset does not indicate that the asset is safe
from attack.
Although the Shortest Path for an asset might appear complex, sophisticated attackers often
automate path traversal. Complex paths can be traversed quickly using automation.
Users with a high potential outbound impact are one successful phishing attack away from an
attacker potentially reaching the assets to which they have administrative control. Limit users to the
administrative access that they need to perform their work.

Where possible, reduce privileges to implement a least-privilege model for your Active Directory
environment. For more information, see Microsoft: Implementing Least-Privilege Administrative Models.
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